
Business Author – Incredible Olympic Story – Award Winning Speaker!
“If you will listen to Ruben speak, your life will change.” - Lou Holtz - Legendary
Notre Dame Football Coach
A seemingly "ordinary guy," Ruben Gonzalez wasn't a gifted athlete. He didn't take
up the sport of luge until he was 21. Against all odds, four years later he was
competing in the Winter Olympics. At the age of 47 he was racing against 20-year-
olds in the Vancouver Winter Olympics!
Ruben speaks from Olympic experience. He teaches the personal effectiveness
system he used to achieve success again and again in both the Olympics and in
business.  He is proof that ordinary people can achieve extraordinary things if they
will follow a few simple steps. 
From Dubai to Toronto, from Hanoi to Cancun, from Singapore to Africa, Ruben
has inspired and motivated audiences around the world.
 His client list reads like a Who’s Who of Corporate America: Dell, Coca-
Cola, Farmers Insurance, Ortho McNeal, the Million Dollar Round Table,
Oracle, Wells Fargo, Century21, and even the U.S. Treasury Department! 
Ruben has shared the stage with speaking legends Zig Ziglar, Denis Waitley, and
Tom Hopkins. They've hailed him as a leader of a new generation of personal
development speakers.
As a Four-Time Olympian and internationally recognized expert on
developing mental toughness, Ruben Gonzalez knows how to achieve success
again and again. A master storyteller, Ruben uses his Olympic experiences
to inspire audiences to think differently, live life with passion and have
the courage to take the necessary steps toward their goals - to push beyond self-
imposed limitations and to produce better results!
Ruben's appeared nationally o...

Testimonials

Ruben Gonzalez

“Ruben is an outstanding, accomplished and inspiring speaker. His story is one of
the most compelling I’ve ever heard.”

- Guy Baker – President – Million Dollar Round Table.

"Ruben has a unique ability to motivate and challenge his audiences. His
compelling story provokes us all to set and reach lofty goals!

- Jack Canfield - author of The Success Principles.
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